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“And they will call him Immanuel”—which means,
“God with us.” Matthew 1:23
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A Very Busy Engine Shop
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hen Dwight and Rena Jarboe joined the staff
in 1982, MMS founder Jim Miller tasked
Dwight with developing an engine overhaul shop. This
would add another service that MMS could offer the
missionary aviation community. It would also give
apprentice mechanics greater knowledge of engines
they would be maintaining.
MMS’ standard
procedure has been
to disassemble
an engine and
evaluate the
components and
parts. Those to
be replaced with
new parts are
discarded. Other
components are
sent to FAAapproved
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Seven years
ago, Josh
Adelsberger
began
managing
the engine
shop. During
Bryan Martin assembles a Continental
his tenure,
engine earlier this year.
demand for
engine services by MMS has greatly increased. Space
that was adequate for one, maybe two, engines at a
time now must accommodate three engines. In all this,
Josh ensures that quality is not compromised, and that
apprentice mechanics get the knowledge and skills
their engine experience provides.
MMS Aviation leadership is even now
working on ways to increase the capacity
of engine shop operations. Stay tuned;
exciting days are ahead.
Josh Adelsberger

specialty shops for inspection and
reconditioning. Once everything is
back at MMS, all parts are measured,
those measurements are recorded, and
the engine is reassembled. Following
reassembly, the engine is evaluated by
running it in the test cell.

Austin and Sharon Cleator Begin
Service at MMS
The Cleators grew up on two different continents--Sharon in
Columbia, South America, and Austin in the United States.
The parents of both Sharon and Austin were in full-time
Christian ministry in their home countries. How Sharon and
Austin met is another one of those “God at work” stories.
Austin already holds Airframe and Powerplant
mechanic certification. He will add to his aircraft
maintenance experience at MMS in order to serve in
missions as an Aircraft Maintenance Specialist. Following
their time at MMS, the Cleators hope to serve where
Sharon’s interest in linguistics and indigenous languages
will be used as well.

Hangar Highlights
A bit of what’s happened recently

Brazil Floatplane/Canada Landplane
Extensive corrosion in the floats took them beyond economical repair.
Consequently, the plane will now serve on wheels in Canada. Project supervisor
Jenny Haver located appropriate landing gear for the Cessna 206’s conversion
to landplane. Kyle Wagner, Chuck Egbert and Austin Cleator are working with
Jenny as the project nears completion.

Jenny keeps the plane’s maintenance record
up to date.

MAG Cessna 206

Mike Dunkley, with some assistance from Jim Newman, completed avionics
upgrades. Bryan Martin worked with them.

Aerostar Annual Inspection

Josh Snader installs the engine’s right magneto.

This plane supports ministry in Haiti and has become a regular in the MMS
hangar this time of year. Tim Obarow performed its fifth annual inspection
to be done at MMS. Josh Snader and Austin Cleator have helped Tim with
the maintenance items on this plane.

King Air Inspection
Chris Jutte led another regular inspection at MMS. Propellers were sent out
for overhaul this year. Dale Coates, Jay Shearer, Bryan Martin, and Rebekah
Patterson worked with Chris.

Engine Shop

Rebekah installs a propeller as Chris supervises.

Engine shop activity has returned to “unusually busy” from a brief time
of “normally busy.” Kyle Wagner disassembled three Continental engines
out in Hangar A because there wasn’t room in the engine shop.

Helicopter

Kyle disassembles a
Continental engine.

Work continues on the Mercy Air helicopter in the MMS
facility being prepared for service in Africa. Under
supervision of Mercy Air maintenance personnel, Josh
Snader repairs composite cabin structure. In preparing
for the new avionics installation, Mike Dunkley is
encountering supply chain issues.

PT6 Training
Josh Snader and Bryan Martin
completed a hot section inspection
of MMS’ training engine. Their
instructor was Chris Jutte.

Even though it’s training, the inspection is real.
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t is difficult to establish a value for the service that MMS provides
the missionary aviation community. By not charging our mission
partners for labor, MMS has been saving them more than $1 million
each year. We can often find salvage or surplus parts or fabricate a
new part, which saves quite a bit more. With the value of our labor
and the money saved on aircraft parts, MMS Aviation is a good
Kingdom investment. But I believe the greatest value is the training of
apprentice mechanics who will use the skills gained in our hangars to
serve as pilots and mechanics for missionary flight programs around
the globe. The work of our training staff and the financial support of our donors will be multiplied many times
over as together we work to take the gospel to every tribe and language.
An apprentice at MMS provides value to the mission community while learning and building experience.
Apprentices gain both head and “hands-on” knowledge of typical missionary airplanes. During their 30 months at
MMS, each apprentice sees the “guts” of a plane’s airframe that is being prepared for the field and experiences at
least one engine overhaul from tear-down to testing. While most will never again need
I have seen your salvation,
to dive so deeply into these maintenance activities, the experience gained at MMS will
which you have prepared
give them profound insight into maintenance issues they will encounter. The best tool
for all people. He is a
for troubleshooting is an intimate knowledge of systems. For example, an apprentice
light to reveal God to the
who has seen and handled the internal components of an aircraft engine will be a better
nations, and he is the glory
troubleshooter of engine problems.
of your people Israel!
We always operate with a healthy tension between training and production.
-Luke 2: 30-32
Production at MMS runs parallel with good training! Both of those objectives have
Kingdom value. This is an exciting time for our ministry as we work on expanding our production capabilities so
that we can meet a growing need for aircraft maintenance. We are also expecting several new families to join us
in the coming months. As our production capacity and our staff both grow, we are eager for more opportunities to
prepare people and airplanes for worldwide mission service.
May you have a blessed Christmas, and may the Lord bring you a renewed joy as you celebrate the birth
of our Savior.
											For his glory,
									
											Phil Maddux,
											President & CEO
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